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Performance Evaluation of Video/Voice/Data Integration Over VP-Based ATM Ring Network E. A. Khalil, A. El-Sayed Dept. of Computer Science & Engineering Faculty of Electronic Engineering, Menoufia University, Menouf, EGYPT.



Abstract- Virtual Path (VP) provisioning has gained wide acceptance as an effective resource management technique for improving transmission efficiency in ATM network. In this paper, the integration of video, voice, and data over VP-Based ATM Ring network is presented. To achieve fairness among the traffics, we have proposed a control mechanism method, which confirms its effectiveness and fairness for integrated of multimedia traffics on the proposed network. index terms: VP-Based Ring ATM network, integration multimedia traffic.



1 Introduction It is well known that the implementing B-ISDN requires a network control scheme that can handle bursty traffic with unexpected fluctuations. The ATM technology provides this flexibility by virtualizing network resources through the use of the Virtual Path (VP) concept [1]. The virtual path (VP) provisioning is an effective resource management technique for improving transmission efficiency in ATM networks. The benefits of using VPs are: reduced node processing per virtual circuit, simplified node structure and increased opportunity to optimize resources such as bandwidth [2]. ATM networks have the capability to provide a wide range of services and guarantee various end-to-end QoS [3]. The basic transmission unit for ATM is a cell with 53 bytes. Each cell with a fixed length simplifies the process of segmentation and reassembly. When the cell routes through a switch node, Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) and Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI) in the cell header are used for looking up switching tables to quickly decide the output VPI, VCI, and port number for completion of switching. Several Virtual Paths (VPs) and Virtual Channels (VCs) can be multiplexed to share a link bandwidth. By fast switching technology and flexible multiplexing, ATM has the advantages of both circuit switching and packet switching. One important characteristic of ATM network is that the ATM networks support various service types to meet application with different QoS [4,5,6]. This paper investigates the performance evaluation of the ATM ring network for carrying video, voice, and data traffics.



2 The Proposed Network The proposed network is a VP-Based ATM Ring Network based on a ring topology modified to the architecture in [7]. In our study the VP in the ring is defined as pair for each node, which preassigned a duplex VP. Figure 1 illustrates (Synchronous Optical NETwork) SONET/ATM Ring Architecture using point-to-point VP`s (denoted by SARPVP). The VP is used in the pointto-point VP Add-Drop multiplexing (VP-ADM) scheme carries VC between the same two ring nodes. As mentioned in the VP-Based architecture, each ring`s node pair is preassigned a duplex VP. For example, from Figure 1, VP#2 and VP#2` (not shown in the Figure) carry all VCs from Node 1 to 3 and from Node 3 to Node 1 respectively. The physical route assignment for the VP depends on the type (unidirectional/bi-directional) of the considered SONET ring.
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VP#5 Figure 1 VP-Based ATM Ring network. In a unidirectional ring, two diverse routes, which form a circle, are assigned to each VP as shown in Figure 1. Two physical routes 1-2-3 and 3-4-1 are assigned to VP#2 and VP#2` (not shown in the Figure). In a bidirectional, only one route is assigned to each duplex VP (e.g., route 1-2-3 is assigned to both the VP#2 and VP#2`), and demands between Node 1 and 3 are routed through Route 1-2-3 bidirectionally for more details on SONET unidirectional and bi-directional ring architecture see [8,9]. In order to avoid the VP translation
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at intermediate ring nodes of VP connection, the VPI value is assigned on a global basis. The ATM cell adddrop or pass-through at each ring node is performed by checking the cell's VPI value. Since the VPI value has global significance and only one route is available for all outgoing cells. It need not be translated at each intermediate ring node. Thus no VP cross-connect capability is needed for the ATM ADM of this SARPVP ring architecture. The global VPI value assignment presents no problem here, since only one route exists for all outgoing ATM cells. The number of nodes supported by a ring is usually limited to 91 nodes depending on VP field size in bits. If the point-to-point VP ring is used to support present traffic such as Digital Signal type 1 (DS1) services (via circuit emulation), each DS1 comprises a VC connection and is assigned a VPI/VCI based on its addressing information and the relative position of the DS1 within all the DS1`s terminating at the same source and destination on the ring. For example, VPI=2 and VCI=3 represents DS1 that is the third DS1 of the DS1 group terminating at Node 1 and Node 3.



2.1 Routing in the VP-Based ATM Ring Network As mentioned above, the physical route assignment for the VP depends upon the type (unidirectional or bidirectional) of the considered SONET ring. VPI on the node defines it either transit node, which just pass the cells to the next node, or terminated node, which just drop the coming cells, according to the value of VPI. Each node has VPI value for each node else, and no two VPIs have the same value in the same network. Figure 2 illustrates the two types (unidirectional and bi-directional) of SONET Ring. So, the solid line indicates the unidirectional type, meanwhile both solid and dotted lines indicate the bi-directional type. In the unidirectional SONET ring, for N nodes, the maximum number of physical hops is (N-1). For example, node 1 transmits cells to node 2 via the route 1-2 and node 2 transmits cells to node 1 via route 2-3-...-N-1. Obviously that the route in the reverse direction is longer than that in the forward direction, resulting in the required time between the pair conversation is not equal. In the Bi-directional SONET ring, for N nodes, the maximum number of physical hops is |N/2|. So for forward direction the path is represented as (1-2-3-...-N), and for reverse direction the path is represented as (N-(N-1)-...-3-2-1). If the value of N is odd, the numbers of VPIs for both forward and reverse directions are equal. Meanwhile, if the value of N is even, the number of VPIs in forward direction is more than the number of VPIs in reverse direction by one. Table 1 shows functions to determine the direction and the number of hops to send cell from source to destination. It is to be noted here that the queue for each direction makes the bidirectional SONET Ring work like two separately unidirectional SONET Ring. The following results in the unidirectional case. To be in bi-directional the number of



sources is the duple of the number of sources in the case of unidirectional.
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Table 1 Function 1: hop count hop_count function(S: source, D: destination) min = MINMUM(S,D) max = MAXIMUM(S,D) if ( |N/2| >= ( max - min) hop_count = max - min else hop_count = N - ( max - min)



Function 2: direction flag dir_flag function ( S: source , D: destination) min = MINMUM(S,D) max = MAXIMUM(S,D) hop = hop_count(S,D) if ( hop = max - min ) if ( S < D) dir_flag = forward else dir_flag = reverse if (hop = N - (max - min) ) if ( S 
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